Caring for Mixed Age Groups

In this webinar, we discuss the benefits and challenges of caring for children of mixed ages. Use the space below to jot down ideas for adapting your program’s activities for kids of different ages.

Resources to Explore

See Amazing Mosaic
Invite children to color and cut out to use in a mural.

Act-It-Out Story
Any story can become an act-it-out story. Match a specific move to a certain word, or have kids role play!

Big Bird’s Everyday Conversation Cards
Spark conversations during children’s everyday routines.

STEM Bubbles & Ramps Investigations
Investigate questions big and small together throughout your day. Use everyday and found objects to build, test, and play!

Jump the River
Movement games like this one can be modified to accommodate all developmental levels. Start with a hop, move to a leap, then...JUMP!

Ideas to Try